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New software,
$15,000
vendor hired

HOLIDAZE
>>For on-campus holiday events,
check out our mini calendar.

By Samantha Ruiz

VINDICATED

The
Institutional
Research, Planning and
Effectiveness Department
is implementing new
software
for
end-ofcourse evaluations.
Executive
Director
Blanca Treviño Bauer
and Coordinator Lourdes
Lopez said the university
has purchased a program
called Explorance Blue.
Lopez said the company
that makes the software
specializes in evaluations
and after researching it,
the university decided it
was the best choice.
Bauer said that in
2010,
the
university
changed from using paper
evaluations to an online
system.
“That was supposed
to bring more efficiency
to the process because
the paper-based process
was very labor intensive,”
Bauer said. “So when the
provost made the decision
that for efficiency and cost
sake we would go online,
what we found is that the
response rates of students
completing end-of-course
evaluations plummeted
about 40 to 45 points.”
Bauer
said
the
university used to have
about 80 percent of
its students fill out the
evaluations when they
were on paper, but when it
was changed to online, the
numbers decreased.
She said the UTB/
TSC faculty was worried
about not getting back
any
responses
from
the students. Without
feedback,
professors
could not tell where
improvement was needed
and could not apply for
tenure.
Bauer said not getting
any data made the
situation harder and
required the university to
put some more effort in
obtaining evaluations.
That’s when Bauer
said the provost came
to the department and
asked them to research
vendors and what other
universities were doing.
She said they looked at
prices and services and
decided on Explorance
Blue, which costs $15,000
per year.
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>>Ethics probe finds insufficient

evidence for allegations of impropriety in
the REK Center's lost and found policy.
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OPINION
“I rip into this
guy, offering
him some realworld truths,
shakes of the
finger and
threats to not
purchase topshelf liquor.”
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SEWERS?
>>Commission looks for $7.5
million grant to install sewer
connections in city subdivisions.
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Stuck in class? You've
missed out, but we'll show
you what went on.
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>> University
of Missouri to
limit lecture
recording
>> Art exhibit
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attention to
filthy Indian
river
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Junior kinesiology major Isidro Ramos and junior art education major Lariamne Roche demonstrate outside Gorgas Hall on Nov. 17.

Héctor AguilaR/collegian

Students against sale of parking lot;
say more spaces needed
By Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN

Five students showed up to the Nov.
17 Texas Southmost College board of
trustees meeting to protest the sale of
a lot, which they say could be used to
reduce the parking problem.
Saul Del Monte, a junior biology
major, said he called up some friends
to get together and present their
opinion to the board.
“Parking is a really big issue in this
campus,” he told The Collegian in an
interview before the board meeting.
“We have to park along Jackson
[Street]. … There have been cases
that I know that my friends’ cars have
been broken into, and things stolen
[like] radios, hit-and-runs, and there
is nothing you can do about it because
it is basically not patrolled by the UTB

TSC Focus Group Sessions
Tuesday, Fort Brown Memorial Center

• 9-10 a.m.: Staff Session
• noon-1 p.m. Student Session
• 2-3 p.m. Faculty Session (Academic)
• 3:30-4:30 a.m.: Faculty Session (Technical)

police.”
Del Monte said they decided to
attend the meeting because the board
is considering selling a vacant lot at
1027 E. 17th St.
“We are hoping we can impact
them,” he said. “We need parking
spaces, man.”
However, the board voted to sell
the lot to McDonald’s USA LLC for
$62,040.
“Parking is very important for
our students here,” said Dr. Roberto
Robles, the board’s vice chair, who

presided over the meeting in the
absence of Chair Francisco “Kiko”
Rendon. “… Our students are rushing
to get to class, and I think that over
the years our plan has always been
to purchase one lot at a time in order
to turn them into parking lots. … My
feeling is that we should not be selling
any of these properties.”
Board Secretary Adela Garza
disagreed with Robles, saying the
parking lot would only allow for five
or six parking spaces.
Board member Juan “Trey” Mendez
agreed with Garza.
“I think it’s a good idea to sell it. …
This is a half lot, the only entrance is
through an alley,” Mendez said. “It is
blocked on both sides by adjoining
property. At best, this lot will only
be able to provide four, maybe five

See TSC, Page 2

Science panel: Get ready for extreme weather
Associated Press

WASHINGTON--Top
international
climate scientists and disaster experts
meeting in Africa had a sharp message
Nov. 18 for the world’s political leaders:
Get ready for more dangerous and
“unprecedented extreme weather”
caused by global warming.
Making preparations, they say, will
save lives and money.
These experts fear that without
preparedness, crazy weather extremes
may overwhelm some locations, making
some places unlivable.
The
Nobel
Prize-winning
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change issued a new special report on
global warming and extreme weather
after meeting in Kampala, Uganda. This
is the first time the group of scientists
has focused on the dangers of extreme
weather events such as heat waves,
floods, droughts and storms. Those are
more dangerous than gradual increases
in the world’s average temperature.
“We need to be worried,” said one of
the study’s lead authors, Maarten van

Aalst, director of the International Red
Cross/Red Crescent Climate Centre in
the Netherlands. “And our response
needs to anticipate disasters and reduce
risk before they happen rather than wait
until after they happen and clean up
afterward. ... Risk has already increased
dramatically.”
The report said “a changing climate
leads to changes in the frequency,
intensity, spatial extent, duration and
timing of extreme weather and climate
events, and can result in unprecedented
extreme weather and climate events.”
And it said that some--but not all--of
these extreme events are caused by the
increase of manmade greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere.
“We face many challenges in the
future,” another study lead author, Chris
Field of Stanford University, said in a
news conference. Those include floods,
drought, storms and heat waves. Field
said scientists aren’t quite sure which
will be the biggest threat to the world
because disasters are weather extremes
interacting with economics and where
people live. Society’s vulnerability to
natural disasters, aside from climate,

has also increased, he said.
Field told the Associated Press in an
interview that “it’s clear that losses from
disasters are increasing. And in terms
of deaths, “more than 95 percent of
fatalities from the 1970s to the present
have been in developing countries.”
Losses are already high, running at
as much as $200 billion a year, said
Michael Oppenheimer of Princeton
University, a study author.
“Global warming is increasing the
risk of disaster and already makes
dealing with several types of disaster,
like heat waves, more difficult. The risk
will become greater as the future gets
hotter,” he said.
Science has progressed so much in
the last several years that scientists can
now attribute the increase in many of
these types of extreme weather events
to global warming with increased
confidence, said study author Thomas
Stocker at the University of Bern.
Scientists were able to weigh their
confidence of predictions of future
climate disasters and heat waves were

See WEATHER, Page 2

See EVALUATION, Page 12
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

DONATE BLOOD
United Blood Services will conduct a blood
drive from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in Cardenas
Hall South 117. Remember to eat a big breakfast
and to bring your state-issued ID.
FIRE SAFETY WORKSHOP
A mandatory fire safety workshop will be
conducted at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Wednesday
in the SET-B third-floor conference room. All
UTB/TSC staff and faculty are required to attend
training once a year. To register, call Kathryn
Grytz at 882-5930.
ROAD CLOSURES
East Jackson Street at Sixth Street remains
closed until Wednesday so that a sewer line
can be installed. East Jackson Street, from
East Seventh Street, will be closed to through
traffic except for those with business at the
Brownsville Police Department. For more
information, call the Brownsville Public
Utilities Board at 983-6284.
PWS JEWELRY SALE
Professional Women Speak will sponsor
a Treasure Chest Jewelry Sale from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Thursday in the Endowment Courtyard.
Proceeds will go toward the organization’s
student scholarship fund.
TREE LIGHTING CEREMONY
The Student Union will conduct the annual
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony at 7
p.m. Thursday in front of the Student Union’s
Gran Salon. There will be holiday music and
refreshments served.
POSADA/PASTORELA
The 20th annual Posada/Pastorela
is scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m. Saturday in
the SET-B Lecture Hall and courtyard. The
cultural event will consist of three parts, the
pereginación, pastorela, or shepherd’s play, and
a posada. The festivities will include games,
such as Mexican lotería, dancing by Grupo
Folklórico Tizatlán and mariachi music
by Estudiantina Azul y Fuego. For more
information, call Student Life at 882-5111.
CASH FOR BULK
The City of Brownsville hosts “Cash for
Bulk” from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday at 2525
Alton Gloor Blvd. (Monte Bella Trail Park).
Brownsville residents are asked to bring their ID
and a utility bill to receive cash for bulky items
such as sofas, mattresses, dressers, exercise

equipment, washers and dryers. For more
information, call 542-3437.
BE A STUDENT REP
The
Texas
Higher
Education
Coordinating Board in partnership with
the Student Government Association
is soliciting potential non-voting student
representatives to the Texas Higher Education
Board for a term not to exceed one year. For
initial consideration, nominees must be enrolled
in a public institution, be in good academic
standing, commit to fill board responsibilities
and be self-motivated. The deadline for the
SGA to appoint five applicants is Thursday
For more information, visit thecb.state.tx.us/
index.cfm?objectid=7672D75C-AED6-E68D287BF2E1BFC1B767.
ZOO LIGHTS
The Gladys Porter Zoo hosts “Zoo Nights
and Lights” from 6 to 9 p.m. Friday through
Sunday at 500 Ringgold St. There will be music,
arts and crafts, hot chocolate, churros and
more. Cost of attendance is $2.50 or a donation
of a new, unwrapped toy. For more information,
call public relations coordinator Cristina
Caballero at 546-7187.
SRC CRAM’N’JAM
The Student Radio Club in conjunction
with Student Life and the Center for Civic
Engagement will conduct its second annual
Cram’n’Jam event from 6 to 11 p.m. Friday in
the Student Union’s Gran Salon. Toys, canned
food, blankets and monetary donations will be
accepted as entrance to the event. All student
organizations are invited to participate. For
more information, contact the-src@hotmail.
com.
JINGLE BELL JAUNT
Campus Recreation hosts its fourth
annual Jingle Bell Jaunt from 8 a.m. to
noon Saturday at the UTB/TSC campus. Preregistration costs are $8 for UTB/TSC students
and REK Center members, $10 for all others
before day of race and $12 the day of the race.
Free T-shirts will be handed out to the first 100
registrants. For more information, call Campus
Recreation at 882-5967.
BABY MUSIC ACADEMY
The UTB/TSC Music Academy hosts
“Family Music for Babies and Toddlers”
music academy from 2-2:45 p.m. and 6-6:45

POLICE REPORTS

The following are among the incidents reported by Campus Police
between Oct. 31 and Nov. 6.
Monday, Oct.31
3:20 p.m.: A student reported that she saw two women arguing Oct. 28
outside the Student Union Gran Salon. She was reporting it now because
while she was in class she overheard that two women had gotten into a
fight, and the women described in the fight matched the description of
the women she saw arguing.
Tuesday, Nov.1
4:26 p.m.: A man was issued a criminal trespass warning after he was
caught soliciting money from UTB/TSC students near Gorgas Hall. He
said he was asking students for money so he could take a bus home.
Campus Police later discovered that he had an expired criminal trespass
warning from 2010. He was issued a new warning and informed that he
could not solicit money from students anywhere on campus, including
the International Technology, Education and Commerce Center.
Wednesday, Nov.2
3:59 p.m.: A Parking and Traffic employee reported that a student was

TSC

Continued from Page 1
parking spaces.”
In other business, the
board appointed Chet Lewis
as vice president of Finance
and Administration, and
Roberto Aguero, as vice
president for Instruction and
Student Service.
Lewis has been the interim
vice president for Finance
and Administration since
July of this year.
“We are extremely proud
to have [Lewis]. He has been
doing excellent service for
this institution,” said TSC
President Lily Tercero. “…
He has done an outstanding
job for the few months he
has been here [at TSC]. …
I believe he is qualified to
carry forth the duties and
responsibilities of the vice
president of Finance and
Administration.”
Lewis said he is excited
about the position.

“I’m glad I can levy some
of the experience I have with
UTB to make the transition
go smoother,” he said.
Aguero has more than 25
years experience in higher
education
administration,
Tercero said. He currently
serves as the vice chancellor
for Academic Success at
the Alamo Colleges in San
Antonio.
“We had applications from
across the country and the
state. … He will basically
serve as our chief academic
officer,” Tercero said of
Aguero, who did not attend
the meeting.
The board will conduct
focus group sessions for
students, faculty staff and
the community on the future
of TSC.
The student focus group
will take place from noon to
1 p.m. Tuesday in the Fort
Brown Memorial Center.
pizza and soft drinks will be
served.
“We are taking you away
from your lunch period, and

p.m. Dec. 5 and 8 in Eidman Hall 207. Instructor
Kimbra McNellie Saxon, a certified family
music instructor, will teach the course. Cost of
attendance is $25. For more information, call
the Music Academy at 882-7702.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
The Student Union will conduct its annual
Food For Thought event at 9 p.m. Dec. 6 in
the Gran Salon. There will be music, door prizes
and free food. The event is free with a UTB
student ID.
SCORPIONTATION
Scorpiontation will be conducted at 8
a.m. Dec. 13 in the SET-B Lecture Hall. The
new student orientation assists students in
adjusting to college and making them feel
at home. New students will learn about the
campus and the resources available to help them
succeed throughout their studies. Attendance is
mandatory for new incoming freshmen. The cost
is $50. To sign up, visit www.scorpiontation.utb.
edu.
U.S. CONSTITUTION CLASSES
Burning Man Ministries will conduct
U.S. Constitution classes from 6 to 9 p.m.
Jan. 4 at 3226 Coffee Port Rd. Classes will be
conducted every Wednesday until March 28.
The course will cover the history and influences
of the Constitution. Admission is free. For more
information, call 472-3701.
MLK DAY OF SERVICE
Scorpion Scholars seeks students, staff
and faculty to participate in its second annual
MLK Day of Service at 8 a.m. Jan. 16 at Dean
Porter Park. Participate in one of 10 service
projects around Brownsville. Breakfast snacks
will be provided. Afterward, everyone is invited
back to the park for lunch and a Martin Luther
King Day program filled with activities, games
and information. To sign up, call 882-5775.
‘MIRACLE’ PREMIERE
The world premiere of the docudrama
“Miracle at Donna” will take place at 8:30
p.m. Feb. 2 in Hidalgo’s State Farm Arena. The
film illustrates the true story of the 1961 football
championship team of the Donna Redskins
by director/producer Frank Aragon. For more
information, visit miracleatdonnafilm.com.
--Compiled by Michelle Serrano

smoking marijuana inside his car in Lot AB. The student told the police
officer that he was trying to fix his laptop computer. When the officer
told him he could smell pot, the student admitted to having smoked pot.
After conducting a search, the officer found 0.4 ounces of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia. The student was arrested on misdemeanor charges
of possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Sunday, Nov.6
2 p.m.: A U.S. Border Patrol dispatcher reported that a man was drunk
on the Fort Brown Memorial Golf Course. Campus Police arrived and
found that the man could not walk straight and smelled of alcohol. The
man had no identification and said he could not remember his name,
date of birth or where he lived. When he finally gave the officer a name,
he began to complain of a pain in his chest and asked for nitroglycerin
pills. He was transported Valley Baptist Medical Center-Brownsville,
where he was given medical clearance. He was then taken to the
Carrizales-Rucker Detention Center after being arrested on a charge of
public intoxication.
--Compiled by Samantha Ruiz

we would like to provide
you with some food and
nourishment and ask you
to give us some thought on
what you would like TSC to
be in five years,” Tercero said.
“… We are very interested
in asking you what you
would like from us in terms
of programs and academic
services.”
In other business, the
board:
--kept May 12, 2012, as the
trustee election date;
--took no action on the
Fort Brown Memorial Golf
Course contract;
--accepted
bids
from
Brick
Selections
Valley
Ltd., which will buy surplus
cored and solid bricks in two
shipments: the first being
120,510 surplus cored bricks
at 25 cents each and 4,680
solid bricks at 50 cents each;
the second being 60,225
cored bricks and 2,340 solid
bricks, at 25 cents and 50
cents each, respectively.

WEATHER

Continued from Page 1
the most obvious. The report said it
is “virtually certain” that heat waves
are getting worse, longer and hotter,
while cold spells are easing.
What that means is the nasty heat
wave that used to happen once every
20 years by mid-century will be once
every five years and by the end of the
century will be an every other year
scorcher, Field and Stocker said.
The report said there is at least
a two-in-three chance that heavy
downpours will increase, both in the
tropics and northern regions, and
from tropical cyclones.
The 29-page summary of the
full special report--which will be
completed in the coming months-says that extremes in some unnamed
regions at some point in the future
can get so bad that they may need to
be abandoned.
Unless the world changes the way
it deals with vulnerability disasters
and climate change, “there’s going
to be an increasing number of
places where dealing with these
disasters is going to be more and
more difficult,” van Aalst said in a
telephone interview. And in those
cases, sometimes the most sensible
option, he said, “may be to leave those
places.”
Such locations are likely to be in
poorer countries, he said, but the
middle class may be affected in those
regions, which aren’t specifically

identified in the report. And even in
some developed northern regions of
the world, such as Canada, Russia
and Greenland, cities might need to
move because of weather extremes
and sea level rise from manmade
warming, van Aalst said. In places
like van Aalst’s native Netherlands,
citizens will have to learn how to
handle new weather problems, in this
case heat waves.
And it’s not just the big, headlinegrabbing disasters like a Hurricane
Katrina or the massive 2010 Russian
heat wave that studies show were
unlikely to happen without global
warming. At the Red Cross/Red
Crescent they are seeing “a particular
pattern of rising risks” from smaller
events, van Aalst said.
Of all the weather extremes that
kill and cause massive damage, he
said, the worst is flooding.
There’s an ongoing debate in the
climate science community about
whether it is possible and fair to
attribute individual climate disasters
to manmade global warming. Usually
meteorologists say it’s impossible
to link climate change to a specific
storm or drought, but that such
extremes are more likely in a future
dominated by global warming.
The panel was formed by
the United Nations and World
Meteorological Organization. In the
past, it has discussed extreme events
in snippets in its report. But this
time, the scientists are putting them
all together.
The next major IPCC report isn’t
expected until the group meets in
Stockholm in 2013.
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Holiday time
Tree lighting, Cram ’n’ Jam, Posada
and Jingle Bell Jaunt among events

By Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
THE COLLEGIAN

Christmas is less than a month away,
but UTB/TSC is already getting into the
spirit of the holiday season with a series
of events for students and the community.
The Student Union will kick off
the holiday events Thursday with the
sixth annual Tree Lighting Ceremony,
scheduled from 7 to 8:30 p.m. outside the
building. At this event, the community is
welcome to watch as the Student Union
staff lights and decorates the 25-foot-tall
artificial Christmas tree with traditional
red and green plastic and glass ornaments.
Student Life Director Sergio Martinez
said the event is organized by the Union
in partnership with Student Life.
“It’s a good holiday event that we do
every year where we can reach out to our
students, reach out to their families,”
Mar tinez
said.
“We
Tree Lighting Ceremony
want to have
7-8:30 p.m. Thurs., Student
a nice holiday
Union
event
that
Cram ’n’ Jam
really
starts
6-11 p.m. Friday, Gran Salon
the
holiday
Jingle Bell Jaunt
season.”
8 a.m. Sat., REK Center
The
event
Posada/Pastorela
will
also
6-9 p.m. Sat., SET-B Lecture Hall i n c l u d e
entertainment.
Food for Thought
Children from
9-11 p.m. Dec. 6, Gran Salon
the university’s
Holiday Village
Raul Guerra
Opens 6-10 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
6-11 p.m. Sat. & Sun. Dean Porter park E a r l y
Childhood
Center will sing
Christmas carols, while complimentary
pan dulce is served.
Cram ’n’ Jam, a benefit dance that will
collect food, blankets and toys for needy
families, will take place from 6 to 11 p.m.
Friday in the Student Union’s Gran Salon.
Admission to the dance, organized by
the Student Radio Club and the Center
for Civic Engagement, will be one toy,
one can of food or a new or gently used
blanket. The SRC will provide the music
while student organizations will sell food.
Campus Recreation’s 5k Jingle Bell
Jaunt around campus will take off at
8 a.m. Saturday. Students who want to
participate in the run can sign up at the
Recreation, Education and Kinesiology
Center or online. The fee is $8 for students
and $10 for non-students.
After the run around campus, a
children’s Rudolph Run will take place,
along with reindeer games in and around
the REK Center.
The 20th annual Posada/Pastorela is
scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m. Saturday in
the SET-B Lecture Hall and courtyard.
The cultural event will consist of three

AT A GLANCE

Sergio Salazar/collegian

The Recreation, Education and Kinesiology Center fell under an investigation after a student filed an ethics complaint, alleging
impropriety in the facility's lost and found policy.
courtesy photo

The Sleigh Sales and Service shop designed and built by UTB/
TSC architecture and construction technology students is being
featured in the Holiday Village at Dean Porter Park through Jan
1. Admission is free.

parts, the pereginación, pastorela, or
shepherd’s play, and a posada.
Aragelia Salazar, an international
student adviser with the Office of Global
Engagement, said the pereginación
represents Mary and Joseph’s journey to
find a place to give birth to Jesus. Two
international students will portray Mary
and Joseph and student members of the
Catholic Campus Ministry will present
the shepherd’s play in the SET-B Lecture
Hall.
The posada, which follows the play, will
be a traditional celebration of the holiday.
The festivities will include games, such
as Mexican lotería, dancing by Grupo
Folklórico Tizatlán and mariachi music
by Estudiantina Azul y Fuego.
Step inside Brownsville’s Holiday
Village at Dean Porter Park and enjoy
8-by-10-foot replicas of the historic
Stillman House, a cathedral, bank, dental
office, diner, Plaza Fiesta, hunting and
fishing lodge, bike shop, bakery and ice
cream shop.
UTB/TSC construction technology
and architecture students took part in
the Holiday Village by designing and
building a repair shop called Sleigh Sales
and Service, said Construction Instructor
Felipe Paredes. The architecture students
designed the shop and the construction
technology students built it.
The village is open for viewing from 6
to 10 p.m. Monday through Thursday and
from 6 to 11 p.m. Friday and Saturday
until Jan. 1. Admission is free. Dean
Porter Park is located at 501 Ringgold St.
The event’s sponsors are the City of
Brownsville, the Tipton Family, the Mitte
Cultural District, Village Sleigh Sales and
Service, and M-V Holiday Spirit.
The holiday celebrations close with
Food for Thought, where UTB/TSC
students can enjoy a meal of pancakes,
12-inch breakfast tacos and coffee from 9
to 11 p.m. Dec. 6 in the Student Union’s
Gran Salon. Volunteers will distribute
Scantrons and pencils for final exams.

REK Center ethics probe closed
Student files complaint about lost and found policy
By Rene Cardona Jr.
COLLEGIAN EDITOR

After a student filed an ethics complaint
against the Recreation, Education and
Kinesiology Center, an investigation
found insufficient evidence to confirm the
allegations.
As part of the investigation, Compliance
Manager René O. Zayas interviewed
officials from Campus Police, Campus
Recreation Director Art Olague and REK
Center staff.
The ethics probe began after the student
sent an email to Rosemary Martinez, vice
president for Business Affairs and the
ethics officer, The Collegian and Hilda
Silva, vice president for Student Affairs,
the division that oversees the REK Center.
The student could not be reached for
comment, but in the email, she states she is
writing on behalf of a previous REK Center
employee who informed her of the lost and
found policy.
“[The REK Center] had a room with all
kinds of items: back packs [sic], books,
IDs, and watches, sunglasses …” the email
states. “She then mentioned to me that
they let the REK staff members rummaged
[sic] through the items and picked what
they wanted before it was donated.”
The student who sent the email stated
she lost her iPod at the REK Center, but it
was never located.
The investigation results concluded
there was insufficient evidence to confirm
whether the iPod in question was turned
in to the REK Center lost and found area.
“Anything that is turned into us via lost
and found is turned into Campus Police
immediately and they come pick it up,”
Olague told The Collegian. “That’s been
our policy. We hold them until Campus
Police gets here and we do have a cabinet
where we hold them and that’s it.”

The ethics investigation found that
high-value items are taken to the front
desk, logged and placed in a cabinet, the
key of which is maintained by the floor
supervisor. Furthermore, Olague stated in
the investigation’s interview that “he has
never given staff members any indication
to pick and choose items from the lost and
found or heard of anyone taking items.”
The staff confirmed these statements,
the report states.
The REK Center, however, had been
“very inconsistent” in contacting Campus
Police to pick up lost and found items,
according to the report.
The duty to contact Campus Police falls
on the supervisor on call, Olague told The
Collegian.
Asked why inconsistencies could have
occurred, Olague replied, “I would say it’s
probably just because they get so busy on
their shifts that sometimes they may be
forgetful.”
To avoid items from accumulating at
the REK Center, as Campus Police is the
only lost and found department at the
university, Olague said a pickup time has
been scheduled before the facility closes.
Students, staff or faculty who have an
ethics compliant can call 1-877-882-3999
or go to www.tnwinc.com/utb.
When filing a complaint via this method,
officials provide feedback on the status of
the investigation. The person who filed
the complaint also has the opportunity
to provide more information if he or she
forgot to include something originally.
“All we can do is investigate the facts
that are provided to us, and we either find
violations or not find violations,” Martinez
said. “If we do not find violations, you may
not agree with that, but if you can’t provide
us with any additional information that we
might use to better gather facts, then we are
done. If you do provide better information,
then we might take a second look.”

UT Retirement Plan Advisor
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
LD3916-08/09
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More printing labs

“My issue with campus is the printing labs. There’s
about two on this side of campus
and over there by the [Life and
Health Sciences] building there
is none. There is one in North
building, but it’s always packed.
I think we need one more
printing lab out there.”

Mayra Delgado
Junior biology major

Teach us

“My issue is that some professors are not professors;
they are researchers. They just come and research,
but yet they are not professors,
because they are only making up
hours. They shouldn’t be teaching
because sometimes they do
not know what they are talking
about, or they don’t know what
the class should be like. There’s
also some professors that are
unorganized, and that leads us to not
learning, or not having a comprehension of what the
class should be like.”

Judith Zuniga
Sophomore kinesiology major

Keep it simple

“Pretty much the library. … A little suggestion I
would like to apply, for example, the max [number
of students] for each [study] room.
[Sometimes] there is only one
student going for a group study
inside a room that probably [is
big] enough for eight students
and there’s more students trying
to get inside a room, maybe like a
max of six and maybe in this room
there is a max of four. My suggestions
is to keep the order simple.”

Jonathan Martinez
Freshman accounting major

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Christopher Peña
Do you have beef? If so, contact Collegian Reporter Marlane Ashley
Rodriguez at 882-5143.

Letters
to the editor
Policy
Letters to the editor must include the name, classification and phone number of the
author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The Collegian are those
of writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Collegian or UTB/TSC administrators. The editor reserves the right to edit the letters. Send your letters to collegian@
utb.edu.

Police reports belong in the paper

I am extremely disappointed that The Collegian decided
to eliminate the police reports from the paper. I personally
believe that that was the best part of the paper.
If The Collegian is no longer going to publish the police
reports, I will no longer read the paper. Students really need
to be aware of the crimes and such that are occurring on
campus! Thanks for keeping us in the dark.

Anais Sullivan
Senior

Ads send wrong message

I am writing to object to The Collegian’s recent
publication of two advertisements for plastic surgery/
cosmetic surgery, both of which emphasize breast

A tale of shopping ambivalence
By Rene Cardona Jr.
COLLEGIAN EDITOR

I am what I buy. Think about it.
Everyone sees your
clothes, the coffee in
your hand, the breakfast
you’re eating, but are you
aware what the makers
of those things do, what
they support or think?
Probably not because if
you’re like me, it’s much
simpler to point at a sign and say, “No.
8, please” or “Grey Goose and OJ, my
good sir!”
But lately, I’ve run into some
services that don’t support me and
my lifestyle and I’ve begun to think
whether I want to support them.
Why should I if they obviously stand
against my beliefs, my lifestyle? It’s
like giving my money to Nelson from
“The Simpson’s” to tell me “Ha-haw.”
One night, a group of friends and I
went to a club here in Brownsville. We
start drinking and dancing. The club’s
atmosphere and music invigorated
the soul to move your hips--although

augmentation as a way of making
life better. I am especially offended
by the ad on Page 8 of the Nov. 14,
2011, issue that has as its catch
phrase: A pair of C’s you can be
proud of in college.
While I have nothing against
cosmetic surgery as a personal
choice, I feel that ads for such
surgery have no place in a college
newspaper when the ads obviously
are targeting our female student
body and implying that all a young
woman needs to succeed in the
world is to increase her breast size,
rather than concentrate on gaining
an education that will help her be
successful in a career and be a role
model to other young women and
girls in our area.
Is this the message we want
to send to our college students-women and men alike--in the
21st century--that physical and
sexualized standards of beauty
matter more than intelligence and
education? Across the country
and the world, women are still
primarily judged on their looks,
young girls are pushed to dress
and behave in a highly sexualized
manner, and young men and
women are exposed to a glut of

See LETTERS, Page 4

few were doing it. So, my friend and
I break the norm (in more ways than
one).
Unlike me, he’s not gay but we dance
as if he is. No biggie.
Too bad the bouncers pursed their
lips, lowered their brows and told us
to stop.
Needless to say, my blood boiled. I
ask for the manager to give him a piece
of my articulate mind, and he gets it.
The guy I danced with--a University
of Leeds-educated man--a friend
majoring in public policy and I rip into
this guy, offering him some real-world
truths, shakes of the finger and threats
to not purchase top-shelf liquor.
He caves, but before doing so he
reasoned that the customers might be
bothered by us. He proceeded to move
us to the VIP section and got the entire
group a round to cool us off, I suppose.
Nice of him, huh?
Then, there’s this restaurant of sorts
on campus, Chick-fil-A. The larger
corporation’s charity arm, WinShape,
donated nearly $2 million in 2009
alone to groups with anti-gay agendas,
including Focus on the Family and

Family Research Council.
I’ve been off the Southern-style
sandwiches and chocolaty brownies
for quite some time now. Too bad I
have to walk to McDonald’s or just go
to my apartment to eat. (I miss you,
U-Mix).
What is a gay to do? Go back and
dance at this club like nothing ever
happened, let bygones be bygones?
Shall I stuff my face with delicious
chicken as a portion of what I paid
goes to fund campaigns against my
rights?
I wish I knew how to discriminate.
It would make my decisions to avoid
these things so much easier.
Before I give my money to
organizations that do or could fund
anti-gay agendas, I’d rather invest that
cash and give it to Equalitymatters.
org, the group that conducted the
research on Chick-fil-A’s donations, or
go to gay clubs, where customers won’t
be bothered by my dancing.
Think before you shop. It makes
you who you are; don’t let yourself
be a walking, or dancing, or eating
contradiction.

Republican primaries for dummies

Why Cain and Gingrich will not get the nomination
he will be no more than a punch line
for a late-night talk show host.
THE COLLEGIAN
Gingrich will also be long gone
from the race at that point. Despite
The current front-runners in the
bringing a political record to the
Republican presidential
race, which includes shutting down
field are Herman Cain,
the government, a move that some
a former CEO of a
say ended his political career, he is
pizza chain, and Newt
nothing more than a commercial.
Gingrich, a former
Gingrich has spent the last decade
speaker of the House of
promoting his movies and books, and
Representatives. Both
whenever given a chance, reminds us
look appealing on the
that his latest book is a great gift for
outside but, like a frozen the holidays. Now, he may last longer
pizza, they lack substance.
in the race than Cain, but do me a
Cain is the latest in a list of CEOs
favor: Next time you see him in an
who have been drafted by the GOP.
interview or debate, count the number
He plays on the idea conservatives
of times he plugs his books or movies.
have that the government should be
This leaves the question of who will
run like a company. This is wrong,
be the Republican nominee. It does
of course, because companies’ only
not matter. Whether it is flip-flopping
concern is the bottom line, not the
Mitt Romney or crazy-talking Rick
people they serve.
Perry, the 2012 election has already
Despite having a tax plan, which
been decided. President Obama
some say he copied from a video
will serve a second term. I can’t
game, Cain brings nothing more
say Obama is all I expected when I
than flash and sexual harassment
voted for him in 2008, but anything
allegations to the race. I am sure that
is better than the Republican clown
by the time the primaries start rolling, parade.

By Francisco Garza
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AT
YOUR
SERVICE
In honor of Veterans Day, The
Collegian will feature former
members of the armed services
throughout the month.

Broadening horizons

Campus members attend
discussion on Indian religions
By Francisco Garza
THE COLLEGIAN

Laura Cavazos

Cassandra Hernandez

Angie Blankenship

Gustavo Garza

Leaders' Ring
Four UTB students receive accolade for achievements
By Stephanie Mendez
THE COLLEGIAN

Christopher Peña/collegian

Name: Claudia Vanessa Gil
Hometown: Miami, Fla.
Classification: Senior
Major: Sociology
Military Service: U.S.
Marine Corps, 2000-2003;
U.S. Army, 2005-2009
Rank Obtained: Sergeant
E5 (U.S. Army)
Goals: “I’m actually accepted
already for a master in social
work and I would like to be a
counselor post-trauma for
family and veterans. I have an
internship with the Department
of Veterans Affairs; they are
actually putting me through
the master program now
and I would like to be in the
clinical environment of the
San Antonio Veterans Affairs
hospital.”
Hobbies: Photography and
music. “I have traveled around
the world, taking pictures, and
participated in the UTB Study
Broad (program in Spain).”
If you could change
something on campus,
what would it be? “I had a
great experience in UTB; they
have a great support for the
veterans but [what] I would
definitely improve would be
parking.”
--Compiled by Jasmin Euceda

Every year, UTB/TSC awards a
graduation ring to outstanding student
leaders. This year, four students applied
for the Scorpion Leadership Ring and each
received one.
Graduating next month is management
major Laura Cavazos, who is a Scorpion
ambassador and a vice president of records
management for the Campus Activities
Board.
“I’m most proud of getting this ring, first
of all because it’s free and it’s very expensive
… and I know it’s very competitive and I
know there’s a lot of smart students out
there. … but I don’t know why I got chosen.
I’m still shocked,” Cavazos said.
She plans to pursue a master’s degree
in business administration from UTBrownsville. She would like to get a
government job in Brownsville or be a
manager or director for a big company
outside Brownsville.
Cassandra Hernandez, a senior early
childhood-6th grade bilingual generalist
major, is graduating in May 2012.
After graduation, she plans to earn
master’s degrees in leadership and policy
studies and curriculum and instruction
from the University of Texas at San
Antonio.
Hernandez is a Scorpion Scholar, a
member of the Sigma Psi Delta sorority, a
STING mentor and Scorpiontation leader.
She is most proud of continuing her
education despite the obstacles in her life.
“When I was in high school, my mom
passed away halfway through my senior
year, and I mean I could’ve stopped …
which, obviously, it was a devastation,”
Hernandez said. “But … I continued and I
just want to be an example for my brother
and my sister, so I think that would be my
biggest accomplishment, continuing with
my education and the leadership ring that
it means a lot to me; it’s just a reward for
everything I’ve done.
“In 10 years, hopefully, I already got my
master’s and, hopefully, also my doctorate,
and with that I would like to be in an
administrative position and working at the
university too.”
Angie
Blankenship,
a
senior
interdisciplinary studies major (early
childhood education-English as a second
language generalist, is a Scorpion Scholar,
a Scorpiontation leader and a STING

mentor.
Blankenship, who is graduating next
May, said she is applying for the Teach for
America program, in which participants
teach in underprivileged areas of the
United States, such as Mississippi. She is
also considering attending the University
of Texas at Austin or Texas State University
in San Marcos to pursue a master’s degree
in early childhood education.
“It’s really prestigious, only about 10
percent of applicants get in,” she said of the
Teach for America program. “I’m currently
waiting for my final interview, which is in
two weeks, and if I don’t get in, then I’m
going to grad school.”
Asked what she sees herself doing in 10
years, Blankenship replied: “I see myself
definitely married, with children, and
either teaching, like in an elementary
school, hopefully being like one of the
lead teachers; and if not a teacher, maybe,
hopefully, I’d already be a principal or
maybe a superintendent by that time.”
Also graduating in Spring 2012 is senior
biology major Gustavo Garza, who is a
Scorpion Scholar and program mentor, a
Scorpiontation leader and treasurer of the
American Student Medical Association.
Garza plans to apply to medical school
and plans to get certified in public health
and medical translation.
“Hopefully, I can get into medical
school. … I’m thinking San Antonio, but
at the end, whichever medical school I can
get into, that would be fine,” he said. “I see
myself being a doctor in my own office,
prescribing [medicine for] and healing
patients.”
Mari Fuentes-Martin, associate vice
president for Student Affairs and dean
of students, said the application for the
Scorpion Leadership Ring consists of four
short essays detailing their leadership
experience, campus and community
service, professional and career goals as
well as one on information that would
help a committee decide why the applicant
should receive the ring.
They must also submit a résumé,
a transcript and two letters of
recommendation, one of which must be
from a faculty member.
Students are rated on their “leadership,
academic performance and just kind of
their personal story,” Fuentes-Martin said.
The students will be recognized during
the Fall 2011 Ring Ceremony, scheduled
at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the Student Union's
Gran Salon.

Two practicing Hindus
talked about the history
of and their experiences
with Indian religions
during a panel discussion
earlier this month.
“I am a professional,
but not in religion or
spirituality, so I will try
to share my insights and
what I have learned,”
Dr.
Madhavi
Reddy,
an
ophthalmologist,
told about 30 people
MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian
who gathered Nov. 17 Guest speaker Rajiv Nambiar, an associate
in the SET-B third- professor of manufacturing engineering
floor conference room at the University of Texas-Pan American,
for a panel discussion discusses Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism
on Hinduism, Jainism, and Sikhism in the SET-B third-floor
Buddhism and Sikhism. conference room. Nambiar analyzed the
“… They say that all that different rituals and sacraments each
a man needs is just the religion follows.
basic needs, food, shelter
and companionship. I think that’s a lie. I think some of
us, once our basic needs are fulfilled, we get restless. We
have questions, we want answers, and there is always
more questions that can be asked. … What is the nature
of the force that creates us, that manages us and that
destroys us, too, in the end? Who is this?”
Reddy said ancient sages in India pondering the
meaning of life saw the physical elemental forces as gods.
“Fire, water, earth, space and wind, they started
worshipping them as gods, they gave them names, and
they gave them magical powers. … That was what Vedic
religion was all about,” Reddy said. “… Hinduism is a way
of life. … It’s a living religion with many branches, many
beliefs.”
Nambiar, who is chair and an associate professor
of the Manufacturing Engineering Department at the
University of Texas-Pan American, explained that India
is not a one-religion country.
“The major religions in India, one of them is Hinduism,
Jainism is another one and Buddhism,” Nambiar said.
“By far the biggest would be the Hinduism religion; it’s
probably about 80 percent of the population.”
Nambiar said Judaism, Christianity and Islam are also
common in the country.
He said the number of Hindu gods varies.
“We have a large number of gods, no shortage of gods,”
Nambiar said, adding that some Hindus only believe in
three gods, some in over 300,000 and some in just one
god. “Some Hindus believe that there is good and there
is evil, others believe that one god controls both good
and evil. … The particular branch of Hinduism that I
subscribe to believes that we are all god, we are all part
of god.”
He said the purpose of life for Hindus is divided into
four goals: duty, wealth, pleasure and enlightenment,
and that Hindus strive to achieve all of them.
“There is an end goal out there somewhere; it is not
going to happen to me, but if I am reborn, perhaps my
next life will achieve it,” Nambiar said. “You do good not
because you expect something from it. … You have no
right to expect anything for doing something that is your
duty. Expect that you are personally improving thanks to

See RELIGION, Page 7
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Classical fusion
Project Trio performs at Arts Center Wednesday

Eric Stephenson, Greg Pattillo and Peter Seymour of Project Trio.

By Alexandra Gracia
THE COLLEGIAN

Classical musicians Greg Pattillo, Eric
Stephenson and Peter Seymour, known
as Project Trio, will perform at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the Arts Center, their first
concert in South Texas.
The Brooklyn, N.Y., trio was brought
to the attention of Fine Arts Professor
Richard Urbis by flute Lecturer Cristina
Ballatori.
Ballatori first heard the group perform at
the National Flute Association Convention
in Anaheim, Calif., in 2010.
“It was the first time I heard them
live and they have great energy, they’re
fantastic musicians and fun to watch and
listen to,” she said. “Even for audiences
who don’t have any background in classical
music or are hesitant to attend classical
concerts, I think this is a really interesting
experience for them. It’s classical music
with a twist.”
Besides performing, Pattillo will present
a master class.
“Because he’s a renowned flute player,
we wanted our flute majors to have the
opportunity to hear him perform and he’s
going to give a music master class and our
students will benefit from the experience of
getting to know him and getting tips from
him dealing with his expertise,” Urbis said.
Pattillo, a Seattle native; Stephenson,
of Louisville, Ky.; and Seymour, a Dallas
native, met 14 years ago while attending
the Cleveland Institute of Music. Five years
ago, they moved to Brooklyn and formed
the trio.
The trio’s music is high energy chamber
music, a form of classical music written for
a small number of instruments. Seymour
said they were raised as classical musicians
but have lots of different interests.
“[Project Trio’s] music is kind of a fusion
of classical with jazz, hip-hop, rock and
other different genres,” he said.
The musicians are inspired by the greats,
such as classical music composers Johann
Sebastian Bach, Ludwig van Beethoven
and jazz musicians Charles Mingus, John
Coltrane, Charlie Parker and Miles Davis.
“We’re also really inspired by Led

Photo Courtesy Phillip Sharp

Zeppelin and the Beatles and also a lot of
great hip-hop, from the golden age of hiphop: A Tribe Called Quest and De La Soul,”
Seymour said. “Really, just anyone that has
made just great music over the last three or
four hundred years inspires Project Trio.”
Project Trio is known for its community
involvement and advocates the importance
of music education.
“We feel that music education is one of
the most important things that musicians
like ourselves can do,” Seymour said.
“We’re just trying to spread the love and
the knowledge of instrumental music and
classical music and jazz, but we just feel
nowadays, there’s not enough education
in the schools as far as the arts go, so
we’re trying to be there inspiring kids to
play music and to be creative on a high
level because we’re not just for musicians,
we’re for anyone because we believe that
creativity is extremely important.”
The trio has toured internationally, from
Austria to Hong Kong, and is working on a
new album between tour dates.
“We’re actually recording as we speak in
Dumbo, Brooklyn,” Seymour said. “We got
some really great stuff that we’re recording
and also in the spring, we’re performing
with three major orchestras, the St. Louis
Symphony, the Charlotte Symphony and
the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra. So
orchestras and recording new music, that’s
kind of where we’d like to be taking our
stuff and also just continuing to tour. We’re
going to be going to our second trip over to
Asia and so, you know, just continuing to
spread the love and spread the sounds of
the Project Trio.”
Seymour said the group is excited to visit
and play in South Texas.
“We’ve never been there and we’re really
excited to be at the University of Texas
Brownsville and meet the students and
hang out,” he said. “It’s always great to go
to different places because you really get to
meet a lot of new and interesting people,
so we’re most excited to meet the students,
meet the faculty, and hang out and play
some cool music.”
Admission is $15 for adults, $10 for
senior citizens and children, and $5 for
UTB/TSC students with a valid ID.

With the Brownsville Urban System (BUS) moving out of Market Square, the Brownsville Historical Association plans to take
over the renovation of the building.

Spotlight on Market Square
PHOTOS AND TEXT BY Héctor Aguilar

Adrián Foncerrada is a member of Ensemble La Misión,
which has been playing for more than 10 years, brought
a touch of Latin folkloric music to the Fernández
Building Courtyard during the Down on the Square
event Nov. 12.

Above: Javier García,
Project 21 coordinator
and special collections
manager for the Market
Square Research
Center, opens a vault
that contains the BHA’s
collection of historical
artifacts.
Right: The BHA intends
to incorporate the
produce that will be
sold in Market Square
into cooking workshops
planned to be held
there.

The public was able to get a glimpse of what
Downtown Brownsville may look like in the
future during the Brownsville Down on the
Square event held Nov. 12.
The festivities kicked off at the Stillman
House Museum, where visitors admired
photographs of Market Square in the past
and looked at what is in store for its future.
They could then take a rickshaw ride to the
historic Fernández Building, where food
and drinks were served. Locally produced
foods such as cheeses were presented by the
Texas Food Revolution, an organization that
promotes local produce.
Cobbleheads Bar and Grill and Feldmans’s
Market Center catered at the event while
guests listened to the melodies of Ensemble
La Misión.
Guests could then proceed to the Market
Square Research Center to view the
permanent exhibit “Into the Wild West”
donated by Ben Edelstein, as well as other
paintings and artifacts that were exhibited
and tucked away in vaults. The exhibit
consisted of both paintings and sculptures
of American artists Frederic Remington and
Charles M. Russell.
Market Square is located between East
Adams and Washington streets. The
Brownsville Historical Association’s plan is
to restore the ground level of Market Square
into a market similar to what it was in the
1940s. Permanent vendors as well as a stateof-the-art- demonstration kitchen and studio
where people can participate in cooking
workshops that use the local produce will
be located inside. An additional gallery and
office space will fill up the remaining upper
floor.
The Market Square Research Center is
available by appointment on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more
information, contact Javier García, Project 21
coordinator and special collections manager,
at 546-4242. For information on future
BHA events, call the Brownsville Heritage
Complex at 541-5560.
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City seeks $7.5 million for utilities

Commissioners want grant to pay for various projects

MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian photos

The Los Fresnos High School Grupo Folklórico performs “Nuevo Leon” for guests in the Jacob Brown Auditorium.

H-E-B hosts annual Feast of Sharing

map courtesy of brownsville planning department

By Marlane Ashley Rodriguez

Shown are some of the subdivisions located in the north of the city that would benefit from the $7.5 million grant, which would
fund the installation of sewer connections.

Thousands of grateful people waited patiently in long lines Nov. 16 to eat an early
Thanksgiving meal served by hundreds of volunteers in UTB/TSC’s Jacob Brown
Auditorium.
Sponsored by H-E-B Food Stores Inc., the Feast of Sharing featured a traditional
meal, entertainment and the chance for friends and strangers to share smiles and
stories. The aroma from the feast of thinly sliced turkey breast, homemade mashed
potatoes, mixed vegetables, a bread roll and slice of pumpkin pie filled the auditorium
with a warm, homey feeling.
Long tables were evenly spread across the auditorium, where people were able to enjoy
the food and entertainment.
Volunteers prepared the
plates of food in the far outside
corner of the auditorium, while
high school student volunteers
used giant trays to carry the
plates to the people.
The event was organized
in a fashion where after the
meal was finished, more
people would come in to enjoy
the feast. This was done to
avoid overcrowding in the
auditorium.
Yahida Cordoba, a junior at Saint Joseph Academy in Brownsville, volunteers
Aaron Coronado, an H-E-B
at the Feast of Sharing handing out soft drinks to guests in the Jacob Brown grocery department manager,
Auditorium.
said the crowd estimate was in
the thousands. Coronado said
every year the number of people served grows.
“People were lining up as early as nine in the morning,” he said. “The purpose of the
event is to share the gift and celebration of Thanksgiving with people who aren’t able
to enjoy it more.”
Joe Valdez, a criminal justice teacher from Veterans Memorial High School, was
one of the volunteers. Valdez said as part of the Criminal Justice club and Skills USA
organization, community service is encouraged.
“It helps build character in the students, and it’s part of public service, which is what
law enforcement is all about,” he said.
Valdez, who served as a police officer for 21 years, said he has made a career of
serving the public.
“It’s just something I enjoy doing,” he said.
The Los Fresnos Folklórico dance group performed traditional Mexican dances as
people enjoyed their meals.
Outside the auditorium, volunteers distributed popcorn, water and children’s books
while Grupo Xplosion performed Mexican and country music.
The people being served were grateful, including Maria De Rosario Silva.
“It was good,” Silva said.

By Samantha Ruiz
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--Miguel Angel Roberts contributed to this story.
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The Brownsville City Commission is
asking the Texas Water Development Board
for financial assistance to improve the city’s
utility system.
If awarded, the $7.5 million grant will
also allow the city to purchase land needed
to obtain the right-of-way for the projects.
Genoveva Gomez, director of water and
wastewater engineering operations for the
Brownsville Public Utilities Board, said
the “North and South Colonia Project”
is part of a plan to install first-time sewer
connections in different areas throughout
the city of Brownsville.
Gomez said the areas in the north include
Colonia Palacios, Central Estates, Praxedis
Saldivar Colonia, Las Flores, Las Palmas
and an area of Old Port Isabel Road. Areas
in the south include Paloma Blanca, Milpa
Verde, 21 Subdivision, Dockberry Estates
and Colonia Coronado.
The commission also approved the first
reading of two ordinances that clarify
existing ones on sidewalks and their design
standards.
In newly developing areas, sidewalks
are required on both sides of publicly
maintained streets within the city; their
design and location shall be determined
during the subdivision process and shall
be paid for by the developer, builder or
property owner, according to Ordinance
No. 2011-1600.00.
In redeveloping areas, the cost of
installing sidewalks shall be paid for by the
developer, builder or property owner--not
by the city. In existing developed areas, new
sidewalks may be installed and paid for by
the property owner or by the city to enhance
the safety and convenience of pedestrians.
Planning Director Ben Medina said there
are certain residential areas where the
city can pay for and build sidewalks but
those areas would have to be reviewed and
analyzed by the city.
Comprehensive
Planning
Manager
Ramiro Gonzalez said this ordinance
replaces an existing ordinance to clarify the
information and to make it easier for the
public to understand.
Commissioners also approved the use of
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Continued from Page 5
the fact you did a good thing.”
Hindus believe in four stages of life:
student, householder, retirement and
ascetic, he said. Not everyone ascends to
ascetic, and most stay on householder or
retirement.
On the concept of karma, Nambiar
explained: “If I suffer for something today, it
clearly is because in a previous life this soul
did something bad. If I enjoy something,
it’s because this soul did something good,”
Nambiar said. “The body is a set of clothes
that you are going to throw away, and the
soul will move on.”
He explained that a soul that is currently
human can move to heaven, hell, or an
animal body, depending on its actions.

funds raised from the plastic bag remittance
fee for the “Make a Difference Day-Bulk for
Cash” event.
Residents are encouraged to bring “bulk”
items such as single and loveseat sofas,
mattresses, tables, exercise equipment,
washers, dryers, air conditioners, dressers,
chairs and refrigerators in exchange for
cash.
Refrigerators and air conditioners
must be Freon free. Tires, motor oil and
construction material will not be accepted.
Public Health Director Arturo Rodriguez
said the previous “Bulk for Cash” event,
held Aug.13, allowed residents to earn about
$6,655 within the four hours allotted and
was also successful in lowering the amount
of debris and bulk trash in the city’s alleys.
A total of $35,000 will be allocated for
the event: $10,000 for the advertising and
$25,000 to pay residents for their items.
The event will take place from 8 a.m. to
noon Saturday in the Monte Bella Trails
Park, located at 2525 W. Alton Gloor Blvd.
The commission also approved an
agreement between the City of Brownsville
and Cameron County Drainage District No.
1 to allow the city to build a hike and bike
trail on land next to the district’s drainage
ditches along East Morrison Road.
The drainage district, which owns the
property and maintains the drainage
system next to the areas, has granted the
city a license to construct and maintain only
the areas that will be used for the trails.
The commission also adopted a
Juvenile Case Manager Code of Ethics, in
accordance with Texas Legislature Senate
Bill 61, “which requires a governing body
to adopt reasonable rules for juvenile case
managers that provide for a code of ethics,
educational pre-service and in-service
training standards and training in relevant
substantive areas.
In other business, the commission
awarded contracts to:
--Cummings Inc. of San Antonio for the
mounting of two 350-kilowatt generators
and two automatic transfer switches for the
Garden Park and West Brownsville pump
stations in the amount of $195,720;
--and to Donald Ferguson Inc. for the reroofing of the Central Public Library in the
amount of $53,607.

“Keep in mind this is not a one-time
thing, unlike Christianity,” Nambiar said
“… The fact that I screwed up this life does
not mean I go to hell. Maybe I go into a
horse. … Your soul just keeps on.”
He explained reincarnating into an
animal is a punishment, and after god or
the gods have decided you have suffered
enough, you might reincarnate as a human
again.
“A truly realized soul will understand
they are part of god--not just say it but
understand it,” Nambiar said.
The panel discussion was part of
UTB/TSC’s observance of International
Education Week, the theme of which was
“Celebrating India.” The series of events
and activities was organized by the Office
of Global Engagement.
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Earn $100 this week

SHOTS&
LABELS

Héctor Aguilar/collegian photos

Donate your plasma at Talecris Plasma Resources to
help save the lives of patients worldwide and earn
up to $100 this week as a new donor.

Name: Edna Martinez
Classification: Senior
Major: Psychology
Clothing: T-shirt, Vans Outlet ($25); shorts, freepeople.com ($30); booties,
Buffalo Exchange ($40)
Accessories: bracelet, self-made; Kenneth Cole watch, Dillard’s ($100);
Ray-Ban glasses, optical ($150)
Who/what inspires your style? “Myself and the ’80s.”
Describe your style in three words: “Rad, different and vintage.”
--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez

1401 East Washington Street
Brownsville, TX
(956) 982-0445
www.talecrisplasma.com

Monday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
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STING gets high marks

Program receives Star Award from Coordinating Board

courtesy photo

Plays address issues of war,
displacement and discrimination
By Alexandra Gracia
THE COLLEGIAN

The Scorpion Theatrical Society and
students taking Drama 1351 will perform
“The Last Fire” and “Frogs of Carmen
County” at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in ITECC
Broadcast Studio E.130.
Two additional performances will
be held at the same time Saturday and
Sunday. Admission is $3.
“The Last Fire,” written by Sharaf
Rehman, chair of the Communication
Department, is about four women who
seek shelter after escaping a massacre.
The women represent characteristics of
humanity: a woman who represents youth
and innocence, a wounded woman who is
bitter and seeks revenge, an old woman
who has wisdom and a black woman who
is subjected to repression and degradation.
Originally, the play was about four men
who escaped a war and survived. Rehman
said wars and inhumane tactics were
inspiration for writing the play for his
theater class as an undergraduate student.
At the time he wrote it, there had been a
war in Lebanon, there was the beginning
of the Vietnam War and Pakistan had split.
“There used to be two parts of Pakistan,
East Pakistan and West Pakistan and both
of those parts at one time, belonged to India,
so India was divided into three parts,”

Rehman said. “Then, in ’71, I believe, East
Pakistan decided to separate itself from
Pakistan and became Bangladesh and so
there was a lot of displacement of people
going from one part of the world to another
part of the world and the issue of refugees
in Palestine was big news and is still not
settled, as you know.
“So, it was all these things that we were
doing, we, mankind, to each other and
the other hand claimed to be the creature
that has intelligence and able to think and
reason and rationalize things and at the
same time, we did these totally beastly
things to each other. In the wars, the
way we mistreat the enemy soldiers, the
enemy prisoners, the enemy’s women and
children. What we had done to people in
Germany, the Jewish people, and it goes
back to the beginning of history. It seems
that history has been totally useless to us.
We have learned nothing from history.”
Those mistakes continue today, he said.
“We are still doing it. Even in Afghanistan,
we are going to open a front and make sure
Iran doesn’t get a nuclear weapon, etc.,”

Rehman said. “We do waterboarding today
to our prisoners to make them confess to
what they know. Those inhumane things that
have gone on from very early on, it was those
things that got me thinking and I thought I
need to do something about that.”

See PLAYS, Page 12

MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian
Jesus Zapata, a freshman radiologic technology major, helps fellow STING classmate Jaime Orozco, an entrepreneurship major, fill
out a form while STING mentor Andrea Garcia looks on.

By Alexandra Gracia
THE COLLEGIAN

The Students Together,
Involving, Networking and
Guiding Success Initiative
Peer Mentoring Program
has been awarded the
Texas Higher Education
Star Award from the
Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board.
Sylvia
Leal,
UTBrownsville’s
associate
vice president for Student
Affairs,
said
receiving
the award validates that
a
mentoring
program
such as STING is a critical
component in the success of
a student.
“We work really hard on
all of these programs and
this type of recognition
assures us we are doing a
good job,” Leal said. “So
while we kind of know
within our little world at
the university the programs
are working and impacting
[students,] it really brings
it at a different level when
it’s recognized at the state
level.”
This
semester,
703
students are participating in
the program. They are being
served by 28 Student Affairs
staff volunteers, 10 peer
mentors and 10 peer tutors.
STING
Coordinator
Magdalena Goga said the
program was founded in
1998 by Student Affairs
to support developmental
students through structured
mentoring.
The peer mentoring and
tutoring program helps
students in developmental
reading and writing classes.
“We focus on easing their
transition to college, helping
them achieve success in
developmental and general

education college course
work,
and
ultimately,
to
enhance
continued
enrollment,” Goga said.
“STING evolved into a
semesterlong STING lab
course designed to create
learning environments that
both challenge and support
first-year
developmental
students.”
Celina
Garza,
a
development
research
associate and grant writer
who wrote the application
for the Star Award, said
the application included
a summary of what the
program is intended to
accomplish, the date the
program began operation,
demonstration
of
an
efficient
cost-to-benefit
ratio per student, sufficient
data to ensure that progress
is attributed to the program
and what the program is
contributing to.
“We addressed student
success
and
academic
excellence,” Garza said.
“External
committees
appointed by the chair of
the Coordinating Board
reviewed the applications
and
documents
of
recommended
finalists,
made
actual
finalist
determinations and decided
which of these would be
honored with the Star
Award.”
This is the second time
the Coordinating Board
recognizes a Division of
Student Affairs program.
Juan Andres Rodriguez,
program
director
for
the
Career
Services
Department,
said
the
Student
Employment
Initiative program was a
Star recipient in 2008.
The SEI program gives
employment opportunities

on campus to students
by building their résumé
through
relevant
employment
experience
as part of UTB’s student
retention and graduate
strategy.
“Our goal is to help
students
get
relevant
experience to their major
while attending college
and help them with their
experience on campus
because we know they’re
taking more than 15 hours
with a GPA of 2.75 or better,”
Rodriguez
said.
“This
award was very gratifying.
Being recognized by the
THECB confirmed that the
goals and objectives of the
SEI program, of helping
students graduate on time
and excel in their academics,
were met. The institution
continued the support of
the program, and eventually
doubled the funding to
increase the number of SEI
positions from 100 to 200.”
Goga said that teamwork,
leadership, communication,
eagerness and enthusiasm
to help students become
college ready and always
looking
for
innovative
ideas to provide the best
peer mentoring program
attributes to the program’s
success.
The other 2011 Star Award
recipients are the Houston
Community
College
System for its In-House
online tutoring program,
IDEA Public schools, the
University of Texas at Dallas
for its Gateway to Excellence
in Math and Science peer
team learning, and the
University of Texas Medical
Branch for its integrated
medical curriculum and
Uplift Education.

“Like” us on Facebook.
facebook.com/utbcollegian
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Continued from Page 1
Provost Alan Artibise and Vice President
for Business Affairs Rosemary Martinez
approved the recommendation.
“Their rationale for this is that it would
take at least one full-time staff member to
really give this the attention, the program,
the follow-up, the monitoring that it takes
to actually do course evaluations because we
deploy over 15,000 [students] … times each
of the courses they’re enrolled in.
Lopez said the software allows students to
enter the site and see the different courses
they are enrolled in. From there, students can
choose which course they want to evaluate.
“What’s beneficial about this is that instead
of a student receiving four or five emails per
class, it’s just one email and everything is set
up in a sort of like a dashboard type of layout
so they see their courses, click on it and they
complete their survey and they can go back
and complete the other ones,” Lopez said.
“It’s a lot more time efficient and it’s a lot less
bombardment of the students.”
“You get a customized page per student
which we were never able to do before,”
Bauer said, adding that the professors get the
same kind of page as well for the courses they
are teaching.
Bauer said the program also takes care
of finding out how many students are
responding. She said there might be some
technical problems since the program is
barely getting settled, but the end product
will be much better.
“The issue still remains, students have
to get online,” Bauer said. “This is very
important, the results, what students fill out,
they’re looked at [and] they’re used.”
Bauer stresses to students that completing
the evaluations is important. She said
some faculty even want to make it a course
requirement for next semester as a part of
completing the course.

LETTERS

Continued from Page 4

highly sexualized women behaving in
outrageous ways on reality television
shows, music videos, big screen films and
television series. Sexual assault rates are
alarming: 44 percent of victims are under
18; 80 percent of victims are under 30;
and only 60 percent of sexual assaults in
this country are ever reported--with twothirds of assaults committed by someone
known to the victim.
Media that focus on sexualized
perceptions of women and men have an
influence on the way men and women
interact--especially in college, a time
when young women and men are trying
to establish an independent identity
and determine what kind of future they
want. Intelligence in women is still too
often portrayed as unattractive and
unsexy, thereby encouraging young women
to believe, still, that “smart girls” don’t
attract boys, and that “playing dumb” and
emphasizing physical attributes is the only
way to “get a guy.”
When a college newspaper includes ads
in its pages that play on the already fragile
self-image that so many young women
have when they are bombarded with
images of what “the perfect body” is in
magazines, televisions and other popular
culture media, that college newspaper
helps to perpetuate that concept. Women
have fought and are fighting hard still
to be taken seriously as more than their

Lopez said there was a House bill passed
requiring them to post the information
online and the University of Texas System
asks the university to send the information
on the faculty.
“We know it takes time but I think if
students realized just how important this
was. … It probably takes more than five
minutes per course to complete,” Bauer said.
“If students realized how important their
voice was in this, I don’t think they would
blow it off the way they do right now.”
Without the evaluations, the faculty
doesn’t know how to make things better,
Bauer said.
Course evaluation emails were sent out
Nov. 16. Lopez said weekly reminders will be
sent out until the deadline, Dec. 5.
Lopez said the email has the link or
students can enter through Blackboard.
The email states students must complete
all their end-of-course evaluations this
semester or their final grades will held for
two weeks after grades are processed.
“Individual faculty members will have no
control over this process and cannot provide
the official final grade to students,” the email
states.
Bauer said the university is continuing to
make the program better. They are hoping
that soon they will be able to add a photo of
the professors so that students know who
they are evaluating without any doubts.
For freshman biology premed major
Jessica Alaniz, end-of-course evaluations
was something she had never heard of but
was sure she would complete one after
finding out about it.
“Since I know about it [now], I’ll go ahead
and do it,” Alaniz said.
Sophomore nursing major Karina
Arias remembers when she would receive
four emails for each evaluation when she
completed them last spring semester.
“I [will] feel less bothered by the emails,”
Arias said.

physical parts in this country and in the
world. Where does The Collegian stand on
this issue?
I ask that the Collegian editors make
more careful choices about how the ads
they accept fit in to the overall mission of
UTB.
Diana Dominguez, Associate
Professor of English and English
Graduate Program Coordinator

Thanks for voting ‘no’

A “victory” for sanity in two of the “no”
votes in the election concerning the Texas
Constitition.
The regional mobility authorities’ overreaching was thwarted with Article Four’s
defeat, and large landowners’ efforts for
water favors lost when Article Eight was
turned down.
Two lessons for Deep South Texas:
The Cameron County Regional Mobility
Authority should drop its West Loop
Tollway plans for Browsnville, and instead
concentrate on building a new causeway
to South Padre Island; and, much more
planning around water (conservation) is
needed among all public entities.
True, millions of Texans sat out the
election, but here is a thanks to those who
voted “no” on Articles Four and Eight,
however varied the reasons.
Yet, stay awake voters. The toll road folk
will be back with various schemes, same
for private water interests.

Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville resident

mother in “Frogs of Carmen County.”
“She helps discourage her kids from
going out from the well and into the world
because she and her husband are convinced
that the world is full of madness and chaos,”
Senior communication major Melissa Larrasquitu said. “They don’t want their kids
Hernandez portrays the young woman in to get hurt and are very protective. I actually
“The Last Fire” and thought it would be disagree with my character’s idea, so it’s
interesting to be a part of because she is used kind of hard to relate, but I guess the fact
that she worries and cares about her kids is
to acting in comedies, not serious plays.
“The character I’m playing is more naïve, something I like.”
Larrasquitu said she also relates to the
she’s really innocent, she doesn’t even know
what’s right and wrong,” Hernandez said. characters wanting to leave the well.
“Most of my friends and I are looking for
“She doesn’t know life, she hasn’t really
any
chance that we possibly can to leave,”
experienced it, yet she had been forced
into situations where she had to make hard she said. “For example, we are getting ready
decisions, which kind of made her mature for grad school and most of the grad schools
we’re looking at are far away. We’re ready for
but she still has that innocence.”
“The Frogs of Carmen County” is a that. One of the things that I realized with
portrayal of people living on both sides of the this play, and what I think Dr. Rehman was
Rio Grande. The frogs living in the well are trying to get at, was that you always need to
very close-minded and believe everything in remember where you came from.”
the well is perfect. A few frogs leave because
they aspire to explore the rest of the world
and have positive and negative experiences.
Senior
psychology
major
Jennifer
Larrasquitu plays Mama Frog, the nurturing
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La ciudad intenta conseguir $7.5 millones

Comisionados piden subsidio para pagar varios proyectos

Estudiante
de hoy

Por Samantha Ruiz

del
drenaje
del distrito en
East Morrison
Los comisionados de la
Road.
ciudad de Brownsville
El
distrito
piden a Texas Water
de
drenaje,
Development
Board
que posee la
ayuda financiera para
propiedad
mejorar el sistema de
y
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servicio público de la
el
sistema
ciudad.
de
drenaje
Si
es
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de
cercano
a
el subsidio de $7.5
las
áreas,
ha
millones
permitirá
concedido
a
también que la ciudad
la
ciudad
una
compre
el
terreno
licencia
para
necesario para obtener
construir
y
el derecho de vía para
m
a
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t
e
n
e
r
los proyectos.
solamente las
Genoveva
Gómez,
áreas que serán
directora de operaciones
usadas
para
de ingeniería de agua
CHRISTOPHER PEÑA/collegian los
caminos.
potable y residual de
La
comisión
Brownsville
Public Mark Sossi, abogado de la ciudad, debate sobre un acuerdo entre la ciudad de City of Brownsville y el Distrito de Drenaje No. 1
t a m b i é n
del Condado de Cameron sobre la construcción de una senda para caminatas y ciclismo.
Utilities Board, dijo que
adoptó
un
el “North and South
existentes, las banquetas aceptados.
Código de Ética de Asesor
Colonia Project” es parte nuevas serán colocadas y
El director de salud
de Casos de Menores, de
de un plan para instalar pagadas por el dueño de la pública, Arturo Rodríguez
acuerdo al proyecto de
los servicios de alcantarilla propiedad o por la ciudad dijo que el evento previo
ley del Senado No. 61 de
en las colonias que lo para mejorar la seguridad y de “Bulk for Cash”, llevado
la Asamblea Legislativa de
necesitan.
a cabo el 13 de agosto,
comodidad de los peatones.
Texas, “que requiere un
La
comisión
aprobó
El director de planeación permitió que los residentes
consejo de administración
también la primer lectura Ben Medina dijo que hay ganaran alrededor de $6,655
para
aprobar
leyes
de las dos ordenanzas que algunas áreas residenciales en las primeras cuatro
razonables para los asesores
estipulan la construcción donde la ciudad puede pagar horas que se asignaron y
de los casos de menores
de banquetas en todos los y construir las aceras, pero que ayudó a disminuir la
que provean un código de
vecindarios y establecen los que dichas áreas tendrán cantidad de pilas de basura
ética, una formación inicial
estándares de diseño.
que ser analizadas por la y escombro en los callejones
en educación, estándares
En las áreas de desarrollo ciudad.
de la ciudad.
para
una
capacitación
reciente,
se
requerirá
Un total de $35,000
Los
comisionados
laboral y entrenamiento
poner banquetas en ambos también aprobaron el uso serán destinados al evento:
en las áreas fundamentales
lados de las calles con de los fondos reunidos de $10,000 para publicidad
correspondientes.
mantenimiento público de la las remesas de las cuotas y $25,000 para pagarle
En
otros
aspectos,
ciudad; su diseño y locación de bolsas plásticas para el a los ciudadanos por
la
comisión
concedió
serán determinados durante evento “Make a Difference sus artículos. El evento
contratos a:
el proceso de subdivisión y Day-Bulk for Cash”.
se realizará de 8 a.m. al
--Cummings Inc. de San
deberán ser pagadas por el
Se está alentando a los mediodía el sábado en
Antonio para el montaje de
promotor inmobiliario, la residentes a llevar artículos Monte Bella Trails Park, con
generadores de 350-kilowatt
constructora o el dueño de como sofás de una o dos dirección en 2525 W. Alton
y dos interruptores de
la propiedad, de acuerdo plazas, colchones, mesas, Gloor Blvd.
transferencia automáticos
a la ordenanza No. 2011- aparatos
La
comisión
aprobó
de
ejercicio,
para las estaciones de
1600.00.
lavadoras, secadoras, aires también un acuerdo entre
bombeo de Garden Park
En
las
áreas
en acondicionados,
roperos, la ciudad de Brownsville y
y West Brownsville con la
renovación, el costo de la sillas y refrigeradores a el Distrito de Drenaje del
cantidad de $195,720;
construcción de las aceras cambio de dinero.
Condado de Cameron No. 1
--y a Donald Ferguson Inc.
deberá ser cubierto por el
Los refrigeradores y aires para permitir a la ciudad la
por el cambio de techado
promotor inmobiliario, la acondicionados no deben construcción de una senda
de Biblioteca Pública de
constructora o por el dueño tener Freón. Llantas, aceite para caminatas y ciclismo
Central con la cantidad de
de la propiedad--no por la de motor y materiales de en un terreno que se
$53,607.
ciudad. En las áreas urbanas construcción
no
serán encuentra junto a las zanjas
THE COLLEGIAN

Eventos de la Semana de Educación Internacional

hÉCTOR AGUILAR/collegian

Nombre: Pamela Acosta
Edad: 20 años
Especialidad: Arte
Clasificación: Estudiante de segundo
año
Fecha de graduación: Primavera del
2013
Promedio: 3.5
Ciudad
natal:
Matamoros,
Tamaulipas, México
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta pintar, la
escultura, leer y la cerámica”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Me gustaría
trabajar por un tiempo como curadora
en un museo o solo tener mi propio
estudio y viajar por todo el mundo”.
Actividades
extracurriculares:
“Soy tutora de francés, español, y tutora
en el laboratorio de lectura que es parte
de Learning Enrichment”.
¿Cuál es tu inspiración? “Creo que
viajes y si es de artistas que me inspiran,
René Magritte es mi favorito”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “En
este momento siento que el mejor
trabajo sería solo viajar, vagabundear
y artista, artista viajero. Me gustaría
mejorar más pintura, dibujo y en
escultura. Me gustaría más aprender
a esculpir realísticamente. Ver nuevas
culturas, aprender cosas, ver cómo
viven las personas me gusta mucho.
También pienso que me gustaría
trabajar para los cuerpos de paz o de
voluntaria”.
¿Qué técnicas usas para estudiar?
“Últimamente no he tomado ninguna
materia, la mayoría son de estudio,
pero si tengo que estudiar sería leer el
material”.
¿Cuál es tu consejo para los
alumnos de nuevo ingreso? “Que
tomen un montón de clases aunque no
estén en su currículum para de verdad
descubrir qué es lo que les gusta.
Tomen filosofía, idiomas, arte, música,
todo”.
Anécdota: “Todo mi primer semestre
no me gustaba mi maestro de historia
pero todo el semestre me metí a la
clase de historia de un maestro genial,
[Philip] Kendall, con una amiga. Estaba
super interesante pero al final no
estaba seguro si yo era su estudiante o
si mi amiga era su estudiante”.
--Recopilado por Héctor Aguilar

sergio salazar/collegian

héctor aguilar/collegian

Los estudiantes de UTB/TSC tuvieron la oportunidad de recibir sus nombres escritos en
varios idiomas de la India durante un evento organizado el 15 de Nov. por la Oficina de
Global Engagement.

Larissa Guijosa (derecha), coordinadora de estudios en el extranjero, informa a los alumnos de
primer año Jaime Ybarra (izquierda), estudiante de ciencias computacionales, y Nidia Mireles (centro),
estudiante de Matemáticas, acerca de las diferentes partes en el extranjero a las que pueden ir a
cursar algunas materias.

Entérate de las
últimas noticias en
www.utbcollegian.com
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The big dance begins
Volleyball team hopes to hoist the trophy

By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor

Is a great season with
incredible
accolades
and
accomplishments
considered a failure if the
ultimate goal of a national
title is not acquired?
This is the question
the UTB/TSC Volleyball
Team hopes to avoid

Kansas’
MidAmerica
Nazarene
University
at 5:45 p.m. Tuesday,
Missouri
Baptist
University on Wednesday
and
Fresno
Pacific
University on Thursday.
Twenty-four
teams
are
vying
for
the
championship. The teams
are split evenly among

HÉCTOR AGUILAR/Collegian

Sophomore blocker Ana Guerra and Los Fresnos’ Liberty Memorial Middle School
Principal Glafira Braga celebrate the Scorpions’ victory Nov. 12.

answering when the NAIA
National Championship
tournament
begins
Tuesday in Sioux City,
Iowa.
The Scorpions face

six pools, with the top
two teams in the pool
advancing to the single
elimination bracket play
to be held Friday, with
the championship game
played at 8 p.m. Saturday.

The
2011
national
championship run will
be the third in a row for
the Scorpions, who have
advanced further into
the tournament each
time. In 2009, UTB/
TSC lost to Fresno
Pacific University in the
quarterfinals of the NAIA
national
championship
tournament; in 2010, the
Scorpions lost to Fresno
Pacific in the semifinals.
With one of its best teams,
rank-wise, the Scorpions
hope the third time is the
charm.
The team added a third
title when it clinched
the Red River Athletic
Conference Nov. 12 in the
Garza Gym, defeating
Wiley College for the third
straight year in a four-set
match, 25-18, 17-25, 25-20
and 25-23.
The Scorpions took the
first set, only to have the
Lady Wildcats fight back
and dominate the second
set. UTB/TSC took the
third set before closing
out the game on a highly
contested, exciting fourth
set.
“I think the girls did a
good job at taking care of
the task at hand, which
was to win the conference
tournament and qualify
for
nationals,”
said
Athletics Director and
Volleyball Head Coach

HÉCTOR AGUILAR/Collegian

Scorpion libero Paula Barros runs holding the Red River Athletic Conference Championship plaque after the Nov. 12 victory against
Wiley College. Also shown are sophomore outside hitter Danica Markovic (center) and senior setter Amber Brooks.

Todd Lowery. “Now we
have to go to nationals and
step up the level of our
play again.”
UTB/TSC’s senior setter
Amber Brooks, Guerra and

freshman outside hitter
Vanja Joksic received AllTournament Team honors.
Joksic was also elected the
tournament MVP.
“I didn’t expect to win

the MVP,” Joksic said.
“I feel super excited and
happy. I’m so proud of my
team and my coaches and
I would like to thank them
all for everything.”

Alabama heartbreak Another first-round exit
By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor

The
UTB/TSC
Women’s Soccer Team’s
2011 season came to end
Nov. 19 in Mobile, Ala.,
as it lost 2-1 to the No.
5-ranked University of
Mobile.
The Scorpions, who
finished the season 173-1, were on a 15-game
winning streak leading
into the NAIA opening
round matchup.
The loss is a tough
one considering how
dominant UTB/TSC had
been throughout the
game. The Scorpions
outshot Mobile 20-9,
according to the NAIA
website, but the Lady
Rams had the upper
hand, shooting six shots
on goal to the Scorpions’
eight.
UTB/TSC scored first
and fast, as captain and
midfielder Helen “Waggi”
Wagstaff put the women
on the board less than
three minutes into the

game.
The
Lady
Rams
responded
with
the
equalizer just past the
26-minute mark. The
score would remain tied
for the next 50 minutes
until the Lady Rams
scored the game winner
in the 76th minute of
action.
The Scorpions had
qualified for the NAIA
National
tournament
by defeating Bacone
College 2-0 Nov. 11 in
the
semifinals,
then
shutting out Northwood
University 3-0 on Nov. 12
to clinch the Red River
Athletic Conference title,
their second in the last
three years.
The
loss
in
the
c h a m p i o n s h i p
tournament is the first
disappointment in a
season of achievement,
including new records
for wins in a season
(17), goals scored (78)
and goals allowed (15),
according to the UTB/
TSC Athletics website.

The
Scorpions
achieved a perfect record
in conference at 9-0 and
a perfect home record
at 8-0, as well as 12
shutouts.
Named to the RRAC
All-Conference
team
were freshmen defenders
Danielle Lea and Monica
Mendes,
sophomore
forward Laura Luis,
junior midfielder Leah
Russell
and
senior
Wagstaff. “Waggi” was
elected to the first team
all four years of her
collegiate career with
the Scorpions. Lea also
took the Newcomer of the
Year honor and Mendes
the Defensive Player of
the Year. Head Coach Nik
Barjaktarevic was named
Co-Coach of the Year,
sharing the honor with
Shane Hurley of Our Lady
of the Lake University.
Forwards
Isadora
Freitas
and
Verena
Wonsikowski
and
defender Jodie Hunter
were named to the
Second Team.

Scorpions can’t overcome early 3-0 deficit

By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor

The UTB/TSC Men’s
Soccer
Team
fought
desperately to get the
monkey off its back but to
no avail as the Scorpions
fell 3-2 on Nov. 19 to
Belhaven University in
Jackson, Miss., in the
opening round of the
NAIA
Men’s
Soccer
National Championship
tournament.
The loss to the Blazers
is the fourth straight
year the Scorpions lose
in the opening round of
the tournament, losing to
Oklahoma’s University of
Science and Arts in 2010,
Biola University in 2009
and the University of
Mobile in 2008.
The Blazers jumped
out to an early 3-0 lead
on a penalty kick inside
the first four minutes of
the game, followed by
two scores in the 15th
and 17th minutes of the

first half, according to the
NAIA website.
Just as the first half
belonged to Belhaven,
outshooting
UTB/TSC
11-6, the second would be
all Scorpions. The men
outshot the Blazers 11-5,
capitalizing on two shots.
The first, by midfielder
Orrin Farrell, came in the
53rd minute of the game
off a free kick. In the 75th
minute of the game, the
Scorpions scored again,
this time off the foot of
senior Frederik Ekvall,
to bring the team within
one. But despite the fight
the Scorpions put up,
the tying goal just never
came.
The loss put an end
to the season for the
Scorpions, who finished
with a 13-6-2 overall
record and a 9-1-1
conference mark despite
starting the season 0-3-1.
The team had qualified
for
the
tournament
despite losing the Red

River Athletic Conference
title for the first time
since 2007.
The Scorpions defeated
the University of St.
Thomas 3-2 in overtime
on Nov. 11 in the
semifinals held in Cedar
Hill before dropping
the championship game
1-0 to Huston-Tillotson
University. The NAIA
rule stating that in 12team conferences the two
top teams qualify for the
tournament saved the
Scorpions’ season after
the loss.
The
RRAC
First
Team
All-Conference
honorees
for
the
Scorpions are senior
captain Steve Howard
(his second straight
nomination),
junior
Mario Perez (his third
straight nomination) and
freshmen Leigh Veidman
and Farrell. Receiving
second team honors was
senior Ekvall.
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